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The Nelson Poynter Memorial Library physically located at the University of South Florida St.
Petersburg (USFSP), houses an extensive collection of materials that support the educational,
research, and service missions of USF St. Petersburg. USF St. Petersburg faculty, staff, and
student have on-site access to the Poynter Library’s collection of over 238,881 items, including
monographs, current periodical and serial subscriptions, newspaper subscriptions, and
audiovisual titles.

Specifically in support of the USFSP College of Education, the Nelson Poynter Library holds
13,067 monographic titles (Library of Congress “L” classification for education) with an
additional 31,177 monographic titles in education subjects across disciplines (such as Education
resources relating to Mathematics and Science classified under “QA”). The media center within
the Nelson Poynter Library houses a collection of 8,093 juvenile books and contains an
instructional materials collection, consisting of 777 items, that supports student teaching
interns in their classrooms. The Poynter Library media collection offers 137 video tapes and
DVDs in the L classification. College of Education faculty members may place materials for class
reserves either through traditional or electronic course reserve services.

The shared electronic resources of the libraries of the USF System are available at all times,
except for brief system maintenance. Currently, the USF Tampa Libraries, on behalf of all
libraries within the USF System, subscribe to over 800 proprietary databases including ERIC
(available through Cambridge Scientific Abstracts, WilsonWeb, and the U.S. Government),
WilsonWeb’s Education Full Text and Education Index Retro, EBSCO’s Academic Search Premier,
Web of Science, and Proquest Dissertations and Theses Full Text; over 26,000 electronic
journals including packages from the leading publishers including Elsevier, Taylor & Francis,
Wiley, Springer, Sage, Oxford University Press, University of Chicago, Cambridge University
Press and all collections from JSTOR; full-text electronic journals via the USF online system
including American Journal of Education, Child Development, Educational Leadership and
Administration, Educational Researcher, Journal of Educational Measurement, Journal of
Leadership Education, Learning Disability Quarterly, The Phi Delta Kappan, Reading Research

Quarterly, The Reading Teacher, etc.; and over 582,659 electronic books including the latest
imprints to historical volumes from the British Library. The collection represents purchased
eBooks from such collections as NetLibrary, Ebrary, Springer, ProQuest, Gale, Readex, and
Palgrave MacMillan. Additionally, USFSP faculty and students can access over 830 education
documentaries and instruction videos available online through streaming media from such
prestigious studios as the Annenberg Media Collection. All of these resources are available
remotely to currently affiliated USF students, faculty, and staff through the use of NetID or an
authenticated server.

USFSP faculty, staff, and students also have efficient interlibrary loan access or in-person
borrowing privileges to resources of all libraries of the USF System as well as resources help by
other local institutions of higher learning through a series of formal agreements. In addition to
sharing resources with other libraries in the USF System, USF St. Petersburg’s Poynter Library is
a member of Lyrasis, a full member of the Florida Library Information Network (FLIN), and the
Tampa Bay Library Consortium (TBLC). Through participation in these networks, student and
faculty borrow materials freely within the state, throughout the United States, and when
possible, internationally. Courier service expedites interlibrary loan borrowing and lending, and
Ariel technologies provide desktop delivery of digitized articles.

Electronic Resources, without journals

Selected Ebook Collections, of electronic book titles (by subject, Education)
•
•
•
•
•

Ebrary
Netlibrary
Palgrave Connect: The Education Collection
PsycBOOKS
SpringerLink

Total # of Electronic books from all collections (by subject Education)

28
2,352
29
2,149
118
8,521

Electronic Encyclopedias:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cambridge Encyclopedia of Child Development
The Child: An Encyclopedic Companion
Encyclopedia of African-American education, Sage
Encyclopedia of Curriculum Studies
Encyclopedia of Distance Learning
Encyclopedia of Earth and Space Science, EBL (Entries categorized by NSES standard for Grades
9-12)
Encyclopedia of Education, Gale
Encyclopedia of Education Law, Gale
Encyclopedia of Educational Leadership and Administration, Sage
Encyclopedia of Language and Education, SpringerLink
Encyclopedia of Law and Higher Education, Sage
Encyclopedia of Life Science, EBL (Entries categorized by NSES standard for Grades 9-12)
Encyclopedia of Physical Science (Entries categorized by NSES standard for Grades 9-12)
Encyclopedia of Primary Education, EBL
Encyclopedia of School Psychology
Encyclopedia of the Social and Cultural Foundations of Education, Sage
Gender and Education: An Encyclopedia, Greenwood Press
International Encyclopedia of Education, ScienceDirect
Psychology of Classroom Learning: an Encyclopedia
World Education Encyclopedia, Gale

Electronic Handbooks
•
•
•

Handbook of Research on Adult Learning and Development
International Handbook of Comparative Education
Handbook of Research on Effective Electronic Gaming in Education

•
•

Handbook of Research on Literacy in Technology at the K-12 Level
The Routledge International Handbook of Higher Education

Electronic Dictionaries
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The cyclopedic education dictionary
Edspeak : a glossary of education terms, phrases, buzzwords, and jargon
The Greenwood dictionary of education
Historical dictionary of American education
Historical dictionary of women's education in the United States
Learning theories, A to Z
Lexicon of online and distance learning

Electronic Databases, indexing, abstracting and full-text, Education
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Search Premier, EBSCO
Childhood & Adolescence, OVID SilverPlatter
Children’s Literature Comprehensive Database
Education Full Text, Wilson
Education, a Sage Full-Text Collection
Education index retro, Wilson
ERIC Available through Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA); OCLC First Search, the U.S.
Department of Education, and Wilson, includes Educational Resources Information Center,
Resources in Education (RIE) and Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE).
Health & wellness resource center
Health reference center-academic
Humanities & social sciences index retrospective
JSTOR Education
Linguistics and language behavior abstracts (LLBA)
Mental Measurements Yearbook (MMYB), Ebsco, Ovid
Physical Education Index (PEI), CSA abstracts only
Professional Collection, InfoTrac, Gale over 1,335,000 full text articles from periodicals for
teachers and school administrators.
PsycINFO (OVID and EBSCO)
ProQuest Dissertations & Thesis, A & I
ProQuest Dissertations & Thesis, Full Text
Socialization and Education, OVID
SPORTDiscus
Web of Science (ISI)

Annenberg Media, Total # of streaming video titles (Subject Education)

830

Electronic Journals
Total number of Titles: 955
e-Journal Name

-

ISSN

The journal of higher education 1538-4640
The journal of blacks in higher education
British educational research journal
1469-3518
International review of education 1573-0638
Monographs of the Society for Research in Child Development
Comparative education 1360-0486
Higher education 1573-174X
European journal of education
1465-3435
The journal of the learning sciences
1532-7809
Cognition and instruction 1532-690X
Oxford review of education
1465-3915
Theory into practice
1543-0421
Curriculum inquiry
1467-873X
The journal of Negro education
Roeper review. 0278-3193
British journal of educational studies
1467-8527
Anthropology & education quarterly
1548-1492
The journal of general education JGE.
1527-2060
The review of higher education 1090-7009
Canadian journal of education
Peabody journal of education
1532-7930
Learning disability quarterly
The high school journal 1534-5157
American educational research journal 1935-1011
The journal of educational sociology
Journal of learning disabilities
1538-4780
Educational evaluation and policy analysis 1935-1062
Research in higher education
1573-188X
Brookings papers on education policy
1533-4457
Review of educational research 1935-1046
History of education quarterly
1748-5959
Education policy analysis archives 1068-2341
Educational psychology review 1573-336X
Education & treatment of children
1934-8924
British journal of sociology of education 1465-3346
Innovative higher education
1573-1758
Early childhood education journal 1573-1707
Remedial and special education 1538-4756
ASHE higher education report
1554-6306
New directions for community colleges 1536-0733

1540-5834

-

Psychology in the schools 1520-6807
Topics in early childhood special education
1538-4845
The Australian educational researcher
The urban review 1573-1960
Educational researcher.
New directions for adult and continuing education1536-0717
ASHE-ERIC higher education report
1536-0709
Child language teaching and therapy
1477-0865
About campus 1536-0687
Adult education quarterly 1552-3047
Educational review
1465-3397
Assessment update
1536-0725
Journal of computer assisted learning
1365-2729
Electronic education report
PEB exchange the journal of the OECD Programme on Educational Building.1609-7548
Studies in philosophy and education
1573-191X
Counseling and values
2161-007X
Phi Kappa Phi forum
New directions for institutional research 1536-075X
Journal of behavioral education 1573-3513
Educational technology & society journal of International Forum of Educational Technology &
Society and IEEE Learning Technology Task Force. 1436-4522
Adult learning
New directions for higher education
1536-0741
Journal of college counseling
2161-1882
Intervention in school and clinic 1538-4810
Educational theory
1741-5446
Diverse issues in higher education
Management in education
1741-9883
Journal of research in reading
1467-9817
European journal of teacher education 1469-5928
Early childhood research & practice ECRP. 1524-5039
THE journal technological horizons in education.
Education economics
Educational studies
1465-3400
TechTrends for leaders in education & training. 1559-7075
National forum
British journal of educational technology
New directions for student services
1536-0695
Research in education
Educational studies a journal of the American Educational Studies Association.1532-6993
Community college week
MultiMedia & internet@schools
Teaching in higher education
1470-1294
School leadership & management 1364-2626
Community college review
1940-2325
American secondary education
The clearing house
1939-912X

-

Educational research for policy and practice
1573-1723
Journal of moral education
1465-3877
Journal of college student development 1543-3382
Journal of instructional psychology
Reading improvement
Journal of educational measurement JEM. 1745-3984
Educational psychology 1469-5820
Adult basic education
College student journal
Studies in higher education
1470-174X
Asia-Pacific journal of teacher education 1469-2945
Journal of academic ethics
1572-8544
Children & schools
1545-682X
Assessment and evaluation in higher education 1469-297X
The Australian journal of education
Thrust for educational leadership
The journal of humanistic counseling, education and development
Gender and education
1360-0516
International review of research in open and distance learning
1492-3831
Journal of teacher education
1552-7816
Quarterly review of distance education
Contemporary education
Journal of education for teaching international research and pedagogy. 1360-0540
British journal of educational psychology
Academe
Applied measurement in education
1532-4818
Education next a journal of opinion and research. 1539-9672
Westminster studies in education 1470-1359
Social psychology of education 1573-1928
Higher education quarterly
1468-2273
Educational gerontology 1521-0472
International journal of inclusive education
Writing
Exceptional children
Careers & colleges
Curriculum and teaching dialogue
Administrator
Support for learning
1467-9604
International journal of disability, development, and education 1465-346X
Curriculum administrator
Independent school
Imagine 1086-3230
Review of research in education 1935-1038
Journal of philosophy of education
1467-9752
The Delta Kappa Gamma bulletin
Educational philosophy and theory
1469-5812
Rural special education quarterly
The American journal of distance education
1538-9286

-

Innovations in education and teaching international
1470-3300
Education week 1944-8333
Journal of curriculum and supervision
Recruitment and retention in higher education
Distance education report
Distance education
1475-0198
Compare 1469-3623
Reading 1467-9345
The journal of secondary gifted education JSGE.
Techniques
Academic leadership
1533-7812
Instructor
Journal of distance education
Teaching exceptional children
The Australian journal of language and literacy
The presidency
Journal of research on technology in education 1945-0818
Black issues in higher education
Educom review
The Negro educational review
British journal of guidance & counselling 1469-3534
Scandinavian journal of educational research
1470-1170
Research papers in education
1470-1146
Instructional science
1573-1952
Research intelligence
Studies in the education of adults
International journal of leadership in education
Educational marketer EM.
History of education
1464-5130
Journal of education and work
1469-9435
Journal of interactive media in education JiME. 1365-893X
Educational assessment 1532-6977
Race, ethnicity and education
1470-109X
Education
International journal of computer-supported collaborative learning
1556-1615
Contemporary educational psychology
1090-2384
International journal of qualitative studies in education QSE.
1366-5898
Gifted child today magazine
Quality in higher education
1470-1081
Genetic, social, and general psychology monographs
1940-5286
Teacher magazine
Electronic journal of educational research and evaluation. 1134-4032
Journal of educational and psychological consultation
1532-768X
Journal of multicultural counseling and development
2161-1912
Journal of curriculum studies JCS. 1366-5839
Convergence.
Multicultural education. 1068-3844
Cambridge journal of education 1469-3577

-

Social work in education
Journal of higher education policy and management
Journal of college admission
International journal of instructional media
Educational research quarterly ERQ.
L1-educational studies in language and literature 1573-1731
Scholastic parent & child
Journal of invitational theory and practice
Research and practice for persons with severe disabilities the journal of TASH.
Connection New England's journal of higher education.
Australian senior mathematics journal ASMJ.
American school & university
2161-7791
Prospects 1573-9090
Studies in continuing education 1470-126X
Teachers and teaching theory and practice.
1470-1278
Electronic journal of e-Learning EJEL.
1479-4403
Liberal education
National on-campus report
International journal of research & method in education IJRME
1743-7288
Journal for critical education policy studies
1740-2743
The international journal for academic development
Discourse studies in the cultural politics of education.
1469-3739
Educational media international 1469-5790
Arts and activities
Journal of educational statistics
Scientific studies of reading
1532-799X
Media and methods
Teaching pre-K-8
Journal of research on computing in education
Journal of education policy
1464-5106
Focus on exceptional children
International journal of education and religion
School psychology review
The New England journal of higher education
Tertiary education and management
1573-1936
The Professional educator
Academic leader 1938-1417
Intercultural education 1469-8439
Journal of developmental education
Paths of learning
Scholastic update
Elementary school guidance and counseling
The Review of education, pedagogy, & cultural studies
1556-3022
International journal of early years education
1469-8463
Contemporary issues in technology and teacher education CITE. 1528-5804
International journal of lifelong education 1464-519X
Reading and writing quarterly
1521-0693
Metacognition and learning
1556-1631

-

International journal of whole schooling 1710-2146
Journal of information technology education
1539-3585
Adults learning
Interdisciplinary journal of knowledge and learning objects
1552-2237
Journal of Latinos and education 1532-771X
The Journal of special education
Performance improvement
1930-8272
Chinese education and society
1944-7116
Current issues in education
1099-839X
Australian journal of educational & developmental psychology AJEDP.
1446-5442
Community college journal of research and practice
1521-0413
MultiMedia schools
London review of education
1474-8479
High ability studies
Exceptionality
1532-7035
Innovations in education and training international
1469-8420
Education and information technologies 1573-7608
Curriculum Theory Network
Journal of education for students placed at risk 1532-7671
Online cl@ssroom ideas for effective online instruction.
District administration
Electronic magazine of multicultural education EMME.
1559-5005
Radical pedagogy 1524-6345
Journal of interactive online learning
1541-4914
Guidance & counselling
The School administrator.
Teachers College record 1467-9620
RMLE online research in middle level education. 1940-4476
Essays in education
1527-9359
Journal of technology and teacher education
1943-5924
Journal of advanced academics
The Edutech report
The journal of experiential education
Learning inquiry 1558-2981
Evaluation & research in education
1747-7514
Australian screen education
Journal of educational psychology 1939-2176
K-NEA today
Globalisation, societies and education
1476-7732
Quality assurance in education
Education review a journal of book reviews.
1094-5296
Electronic journal of research in educational psychology / 1696-2095
Interactions UCLA journal of education and information studies. 1548-3320
International studies in educational administration
University business
Bilingual review
The New York times upfront
The journal of technology, learning, and assessment JTLA. 1540-2525

-

School effectiveness and school improvement
1744-5124
International electronic journal for leadership in learning IEJLL.
1206-9620
European journal of psychology of education
1878-5174
The journal of scholarship of teaching and learning JoSoTL.
1527-9316
Tribal college journal of American Indian higher education.
Vocational education journal
Delta Pi Epsilon journal
Heritage language journal 1550-7076
European journal of special needs education
1469-591X
Perspectives policy & practice in higher education.
1460-7018
AAC & U peer review
Scholastic early childhood today
Journal of educational enquiry
1444-5530
Curriculum journal
E-learning
The Journal of college and university student housing
The teaching professor
Higher education research & development
Interactive learning environments 1744-5191
Canadian journal of educational administration and policy 1207-7798
JCT
Journal of research in rural education
1551-0670
Science scope
1943-4901
Mentoring & tutoring
1469-9745
The American school board journal
McGill journal of education
Early years an international journal of research and development. 1472-4421
Science and children
1943-4812
The Turkish online journal of distance education TOJDE / 1302-6488
Online journal of distance learning administration 1556-3847
Journal of university teaching and learning practice
1449-9789
Feminist teacher 1934-6034
Teaching exceptional children plus
1553-9318
Multicultural perspectives1532-7892
Catholic education a journal of inquiry and practice /
Education links 0814-6802
Issues in educational research
Education quarterly review
1209-0859
Journal of extension
1077-5315
Educational research bulletin
Learning, media & technology
1743-9892
NASPA journal 1559-5455
Educational research and evaluation
1744-4187
Higher education in Europe
Australian journal of early childhood
Practical assessment, research & evaluation PARE. 1531-7714
New Zealand journal of teachers' work
1176-6662
The Science teacher

-

Journal of thought
0022-5231
Language & literacy a Canadian educational e-journal.
1496-0974
Journal of structural learning and intelligent systems
Open learning
Educational administration quarterly
1552-3519
The school counselor
The journal of classroom interaction
Journal of research in special educational needs JORSEN. 1471-3802
Journal of further and higher education
Journal of college reading and learning
Journal of personnel evaluation in education
1573-0425
International journal of doctoral studies IJDS.
1556-8873
Journal of hospitality, leisure, sports and tourism education
1473-8376
Journal of humanistic counseling, education and development
School organisation
1360-0605
The Educational forum 1938-8098
The Canadian journal of higher education
Bulletin of good practice in higher education
1325-233X
The Primary educator
Canadian journal of learning and technology.
1499-6677
Digital creativity
Meridian a middle school computer technologies journal. 1097-9778
Communications in information literacy 1933-5954
International journal for educational and vocational guidance
1573-1782
International education
Illinois Reading Council journal IRCJ.
Journal of education & Christian belief
Technology connection
Learning environments research 1573-1855
American teacher 0003-1380
International journal of education policy and leadership 1555-5062
Journal for the education of the gifted
Educational foundations
The college quarterly CQ,
International journal of progressive education
1554-5210
Academy of Educational Leadership journal
1528-2643
English education 1943-2216
ELearn magazine 1535-394X
The journal of literacy and technology
1535-0975
Sociology of education 1939-8573
The Journal of education
Learning & training innovations
Teacher education quarterly
Journal of educational change
1573-1812
The California school psychologist CASP / 1087-3414
NUT education review
Issues in education contributions from educational psychology.
Journal of public affairs

-

New horizons in adult education & human resource development 1939-4225
International journal for the scholarship of teaching and learning 1931-4744
Journal of online learning and teaching 1558-9528
Rocky Mountain communication review 1542-6394
Journal of Hispanic higher education
1552-5716
Journal of studies in international education
1552-7808
Ask! arts and sciences for kids.
The daily Princetonian
The Teacher educator
1938-8101
Teacher education and special education 1944-4931
Teaching education
1470-1286
The Journal of cases in educational leadership
1555-4589
EDUCAUSE quarterly
Harvard educational review
1943-5045
Planning for higher education
The Indiana daily student
Journal of educational administration
Language arts
International journal of educational research
1873-538X
Educational horizons
Journal of Jewish education
1554-611X
The journal of educators online 1547-500X
International journal of distance education technologies 1539-3119
Urban education 1552-8340
Reading research and instruction the journal of the College Reading Association.
Journal of visual literacy
Student aid news 1943-751X
The Australian universities' review
The Cavalier daily
International journal of educational development 1873-4871
Issues in teacher education
The Journal of staff development
Online learning magazine
Taboo the journal of culture and education.
Journal of curriculum & instruction
1937-3929
Studies in educational evaluation 1879-2529
Journal of career development 1556-0856
Journal of child language
Education and urban society
1552-3535
Journal of interactive learning research
Kappa Delta Pi record
Journal of literacy research JLR. 1554-8430
Current issues in comparative education CICE.
1523-1615
Momentum
Higher education perspectives
1710-1530
MountainRise
1555-7200
Principal
New horizons in adult education 1062-3183

-

The Dakota student
Educational policy
1552-3896
The school community journal
Summer academe a journal of higher education.
The Chicago maroon
Journal of education finance
1944-6470
Information technology in childhood education annual
The high school magazine
Journal of early childhood literacy
Journal of American Indian education
Educational measurement issues and practice.
1745-3992
OSU daily barometer
Managing school business
Journal of special education technology
Montessori life a publication of the American Montessori Society.
The Times educational supplement
Journal of education for international development JEID. 1554-2262
Journal of the National Collegiate Honors Council
Scholar-practitioner quarterly
Lingua franca the review of academic life.
Inclusive education programs
Studies in learning, evaluation, innovation and development
1832-2050
Insight a journal of the Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning.
1933-4869
International electronic journal of elementary education 1307-9298
The Daily cardinal
The Bowdoin orient
Educational management, administration and leadership
International journal of early childhood 1878-4658
The Journal of educational thought.
Education Canada
International journal of multicultural education 1934-5267
Journal of educational and behavioral statistics a quarterly publication sponsored by the American
Educational Research Association and the American Statistical Association.1935-1054
Reading horizons
Women in higher education
Teaching English with technology 1642-1027
Imaging business
On campus with women
Electronic learning in your classroom
European journal of open, distance and e-learning 1027-5207
Eleed, e-learning & education
1860-7470
International journal of special education
Transactions
1745-0322
Journal of educational computing research
1541-4140
Education, communication & information ECi.
1470-6725
Honors in practice
Principal leadership
The Special educator

-

A journal for a critical and emancipatory education.
1645-1384
Journal of college teaching & learning
2157-894X
Social studies review journal of the California Council for the Social Studies.
Catalyst for change journal of the National School Development Council.
Florida media quarterly a publication of the Florida Association of Media in Education.
School psychology international. 1461-7374
Principal leadership
Learning and leading with technology the ISTE journal of educational technology practice and
policy. 1945-080X
Education sciences and psychology GESJ. 1512-1801
Theory and research in education TRE.
Journal of transformative education
1552-7840
Schools in the middle
Education in rural Australia
The learning assistance review the journal of the Midwest College Learning Center Association
Journal of educational technology systems
1541-3810
Equity & excellence in education 1547-3457
Active learning in higher education
The Journal of at-risk issues a joint publication of the National Dropout Prevention Center and
Network.
Instructor
American educator
Journal of reading education
Practice and evidence of the scholarship of teaching and learning in higher education
17508428
The Times higher education supplement
Journal of early childhood research ECR.
Learning and individual differences
1873-3425
Bilingual research journal BRJ.
1523-5890
Journal of computing in teacher education
1040-2454
Journal of research in international education
1741-2943
International journal of educational advancement 1744-6511
English drama media the magazine of the National Association for the Teaching of English.
Democracy & education
International journal of bilingual education and bilingualism
International Journal of Advanced Corporate Learning
1867-5565
The Irish journal of education
New directions for teaching and learning 1536-0768
The Australian journal of teacher education
International journal of educational technology 1327-7308
Teacher development
1747-5120
Horizons 1493-6704
South African journal of education
International journal of teacher leadership
1934-9726
AACE journal
1551-3696
Exceptionality education Canada
Adult education and development.
Technos quarterly for education & technology.

-

Higher education management and policy 1726-9822
EAP Association exchange
Improving schools
Comparative education review 1545-701X
Reading research quarterly
1936-2722
Notes and abstracts in American and international education
American journal of education
1549-6511
Learning and instruction 1873-3263
Educar em revista
Professional school counseling
2156-759X
Computers and composition
1873-2011
Reading online 1096-1232
Philosophical studies in education
WebNet journal 1943-5940
Interactive educational multimedia
1576-4990
Educational technology research and development ETR & D.
1556-6501
The elementary school journal
1554-8279
Arts and humanities in higher education
Journal of authentic learning
1558-7320
Educational research and reviews 1990-3839
Action research international
1445-6125
Teacher professional development sourcebook
Canadian journal of school psychology
2154-3984
Third Education Group review
1557-2870
Council on Anthropology and Education newsletter
1937-4380
The international journal of educational management
1758-6518
Council on Anthropology and Education quarterly 1937-4399
Journal of institutional research, South East Asia 1675-6061
Schools studies in education.
2153-0327
International journal of pedagogies and learning 1833-4105
The Internet and higher education
1873-5525
Catalyst Chicago
Computers in the schools 1528-7033
The elementary school teacher and the course of study 1937-4356
ALT-J Association for Learning Technology journal.
School social work journal
Early education and development 1556-6935
Lutheran education
Journal of computing in childhood education
Contemporary issues in early childhood 1463-9491
Interpersonal computing and technology IPCT.
1064-4326
The ... Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education 1744-7984
Currents in electronic literacy
1524-6493
Matrix the magazine for leaders in higher education.
British journal of special education
1467-8578
International journal of educational telecommunications 1943-5959
The elementary school teacher 1937-4364
International journal continuous improvement monitor. 1092-3640

-

International education journal IEJ.
1443-1475
European education a journal of translations.
Educational action research
1747-5074
Electronic journal for the integration of technology in education 1556-5378
Exceptionality education international
1918-5227
Philosophy of education yearbook
History of education review
European journal of education and psychology
1989-2209
The course of study a monthly publication for teachers and parents devoted to the work of the
Chicago Institute, Academic and Pedagogic.
1937-4348
On the horizon the strategic planning resource for education professionals.
The Phi Delta Kappan
1940-6487
Encounter education for meaning and social justice.
Technology, pedagogy and education
1747-5139
International journal of sustainability in higher education 1758-6739
Research in post-compulsory education 1747-5112
Interactive multimedia electronic journal of computer-enhanced learning.1525-9102
Educational considerations
Journal of elementary science education
Journal of applied school psychology
1537-7911
The community services catalyst
The Hispanic outlook in higher education
College teaching 1930-8299
School planning & management
Journal of career and technical education 1533-1830
The school review1940-1213
Academic exchange quarterly AEQ.
Journal of adolescent & adult literacy.
1936-2706
Learning disabilities research & practice 1540-5826
Journal of school violence 1538-8239
Journal of educational multimedia and hypermedia
1943-5916
The Australasian journal of special education
1833-6914
Journal of educational controversy
1935-7699
Michigan journal of counseling research, theory and practice.
1944-821X
S.I.G.I.T.E. newsletter
1558-1071
Journal of vocational and technical education
1534-0848
Journal of school psychology
1873-3506
Journal of the Association for the Severely Handicapped JASH.
Canadian journal of university continuing education.
Education 3-13 1475-7575
Early childhood research quarterly
1873-7706
Pedagogy, culture & society
1747-5104
History of education journal
Journal of Instructional Science and Technology
USDLA journal
1537-5080
Journal of early childhood teacher education
1745-5642
Professional development in education 1941-5265
Journal of marketing for higher education 1540-7144

-

Teaching tolerance
Department chair 1936-4393
Measurement and evaluation in counseling and development
1947-6302
Economics of education review 1873-7382
Journal of vocational education & training 1747-5090
International studies in sociology of education
Journal of experimental psychology. Learning, memory, and cognition
1939-1285
Asia Pacific journal of education
Teaching and teacher education 1879-2480
NASSP bulletin 1930-1405
Special services in the schools
European early childhood education research journal
1752-1807
International journal of instructional technology and distance learning
1550-6908
Computers & education 1873-782X
Irish educational studies 1747-4965
New horizons : the journal of education, Hong Kong Teachers' Association.
Australian journal of learning difficulties 1940-4166
Classroom computer learning
The Black collegian online 1943-7382
International journal of artificial intelligence in education 1560-4306
Counselor education and supervision
1556-6978
Journal of educational administration and history
EDUCAUSE review
1945-709X
English teaching practice and critique.
Journal of industrial teacher education 1938-1603
Pedagogies an international journal.
1554-4818
Free online scholarship newsletter
1535-7848
Journal of adventure education and outdoor learning
1754-0402
The next step magazine helping high school students get a grip on their future.
School psychology quarterly
1939-1560
Christian higher education
1539-4107
Educational leadership 1943-5878
Literacy 1741-4369
Russian education and society
1558-0423
Journal of school counseling JSC. 1554-2998
Education today
Scholastic scope 1930-5680
Roeper review 1940-865X
Michigan journal of community service learning 1944-0219
Newsletter
0010-4043
Reading today a bimonthly newspaper of the International Reading Association.
Education and culture E & C.
1559-1786
European journal of vocational training
The New Educational Review
Education journal
The education digest
1949-0275
School and college
Educational innovation and information

-

Viewpoints
Development, the Council for Exceptional Children.
1557-5047
The New educator
1549-9243
Career and technical education research : CTER / 1554-7558
Innovate journal of online education.
1552-3233
Research in comparative and international education
1745-4999
Managing education matters
Education parliamentary monitor 1748-7625
National Forum of Special Education journal
Learning and teaching in higher education
Journal of early and intensive behavior intervention JEIBI. 1554-4893
International journal on e-learning
1943-5932
School product news
Topics in language disorders
1550-3259
E-journal of instructional science and technology e-JIST. 1324-0781
Australian journal of career development
Journal of cognitive affective learning
1549-6953
Analysis and intervention in developmental disabilities
Academic matters the journal of higher education, an OCUFA publication.
The condition of education
Higher education policy 1740-3863
Teaching & learning
1930-8906
Early childhood reporter children with special needs & their families.
European educational research journal EERJ.
1474-9041
Educational technology review
University affairs
TOJET the Turkish online journal of educational technology.
1303-6521
Policy futures in education
1478-2103
Ontario action researcher
Journal of applied research in the community college
The international college teaching methods & styles journal
2157-880X
Literacy research and instruction 1938-8063
Australian journal of educational technology
0814-673X
Research matters
NHSA dialog a research-to-practice journal for the early intervention field. 1930-9325
Leadership and policy in schools 1744-5043
Informatics in education
Literacy today
Journal of education and human development
1934-7200
Canadian online journal of queer studies in education
1710-7598
Educational research review
1878-0385
Journal of college student retention research, theory & practice. 1541-4167
Reflecting education
1746-9082
Research in middle level education quarterly
Black issues in higher education 0742-0277
Primary & middle years educator 1447-6436
Journal of higher education in Africa
Report on preschool programs (Online) 1545-4770

-

Journal of teaching and learning 1492-1154
Monthly film bulletin
OECD education working papers 1993-9019
Journal of learning design 1832-8342
Informing faculty 1559-758X
LLI review annual journal of the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute. 1932-7633
Evaluation in education, international progress
Evaluation in education
Education technology news
1545-4886
International journal of emerging technologies in learning 1863-0383
Journal of information technology for teacher education
Journal of interactive instruction development
1943-3549
Cause/effect
International education e-j IE-ej. 1327-9548
The Educational forum 0013-1725
Silpakorn University international journal
The Journal of vocational education research
Boletim SOCED 1808-0405
Spreadsheets in education
1448-6156
Paradigma
Report on literacy programs
1545-7842
Issues in education contributions from educational psychology.
The course of study a monthly publication for teachers and parents devoted to the work of the
Chicago Institute, Academic and Pedagogic.
Evaluation & research in education
Journal of learning disabilities
Scholastic administr@tor
CAUT bulletin
Journal of Eurasian research
Ultibase a World Wide Web service for tertiary educators /
Australian journal of outdoor education the journal of the Australian Outdoor Education Council.
1324-1486
Washington Square news 1549-9375
Journal of science education for students with disabilities 1940-9923
Research roundup
SIGCUE outlook 0893-2999
Educate~ 1477-5557
Children & schools
1532-8759
Australian journal of outdoor education National journal of the Australian Outdoor Education
Council Inc.
The NEA ... almanac of higher education 0743-670X
Illinois school board journal
Pride
Seminar.net international journal of media, technology & lifelong learning.
1504-4831
Australasian journal of educational technology
1449-3098
Childhood & philosophy journal of International Council for Philosophical Inquiry with Children.
1554-6713
Computers in higher education economics review CHEER / 1358-5363

-

The black collegian
Young children
London Review of Education
1474-8460
Values and ethics in educational administration 1703-5759
Leadership compass
1546-0169
The top American research universities 2152-0402
Bulletin of the Faculty of Education, Toyama University.
Bulletin of the Faculty of Education, Hiroshima University. Education and human science.
Bulletin of the Graduate School of Education, Hiroshima University. Learning and curriculum
development.
Bulletin of the Faculty of Education, University of Kagoshima. Studies in education.
Journal of Multimedia Aided Education Research.
Journal of the Faculty of Education and Human Sciences, Yokohama National University. I, The
educational sciences.
Bulletin of the Graduate School of Education, Hiroshima University. Arts and science education.
Higher education management journal of the Programme on Institutional Management in Higher
Education.
Educational research
Foundation Years 1744-1889
European journal of education
LLF-Berichte
SourceOECD. Studies. Education and skills
Journal of higher education and lifelong learning /
Education matters
1535-3206
CIT infobits
1521-9275
Scholarships, fellowships, and loans
IAT infobits an electronic service of the Institute for Academic Technology's Information Resources
Group. 1071-5223
IIEP newsletter 1564-2356
Working papers on culture, education and human development . 1699-437X
The American journal of education
Viewpoints
1038-0310
American annals of education
The NEA ... almanac of higher education
The Teacher
American educational monthly
National report on schooling in Australia
Queensland teachers journal
Educational technology research
Connecticut common school journal
The New York teacher, and American educational monthly
Agenda, Jewish education
Common school advocate
AASA leadership news
American educational monthly
Occasional papers in open and distance learning
The Connecticut common school journal and annals of education
Quarterly journal of the American Education Society

-

New perspectives for learning
The Teacher's guide and parent's assistant
The Quarterly register of the American Education Society
The Quarterly register and journal of the American Education Society
The Nassau monthly
The Nassau literary magazine
The Massachusetts teacher and journal of home and school education
Multicultural studies
Research in academic degrees : the journal of National Institution for Academic Degrees
Journal of education
American journal, and annals of education and instruction
The Juvenile mirror or Educational magazine
Psychology in the schools 1520-6807
NHSA research quarterly
The Quarterly journal of the American Education Society
Language, speech & hearing services in schools
Australian educational computing 0816-9020

